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David White 
Friday, March 5, 2021 8:45 AM
Shared.MunicipalClerk
Sheilah Sommer
Three Sisters Mountain Village ASP 

Dear Mayor Borrowman and Members of Council: 

I have been reviewing the many documents supplied by TSMV as posted to the town of Canmore website. 
TSMV appears to have done an admirable job of developing an understanding of the hazards involved with 
developing the land and proving a mix of residential and commercial land spaces. From what I have read the 
hazards fall into 5 broad categories including Wildlife Movement; Undermining by existing coal mines; 
Transportation issues leading to GHG and difficulties with Canmore achieving climate goals; creation of 
additional infrastructure requiring maintenance by the town; and Hazards associated with flooding potentially 
exacerbated by climate change.  

My understanding of hazard management from my career in oil and gas development requires planners to move 
through increasing levels of detail with hazards as projects move from exploration to exploitation to 
development. I don’t pretend to understand municipal planning processes well, however, I suspect municipal 
land development needs to have increased levels of rigour applied as planners move from the stage of believing 
that there is potential for creation of land development and the idea that people might want to buy property and 
live in a location, to the point where ground is broken and the moving of earth to create building sites, roads and 
infrastructure to support the new community. It is my understanding that these documents are being offered by 
TSMV as a developer to obtain approval to start the process of financing and construction of new building sites 
for residential and commercial use. At this stage in the application process I’d have thought that a more detailed 
hazard assessment would have been in place.  

To me a Hazard Management Plan requires a description of the planned activities and the documents provide a 
good amount of details about what they plan to build. The next step is to understand the hazards that may be 
met during the development over its lifecycle from initial breaking ground to the breaking of land and recon 
touring to installation of infrastructure to support the development to construction of buildings to habitation of 
the community and at all phases impacts on other existing communities. Once hazards are identified the risk of 
them occurring as measured by consequence and likelihood are estimated. With the risk identified a project 
proponent then works to understand what can be done to Prevent the hazards from occurring and re- estimates 
the residual risk. Preventions will often reduce the likelihood but if the hazards are not adequately covered and 
the hazard manifests itself, the consequences often are not reduced. If preventions are not effective for some 
reason a proponent will look for ways to lower the consequences by ensuring that detection, controls, 
mitigations and emergency response plans are in place to reduce consequences.  

In their reports it is my opinion that TSMV have done a reasonable job at listening to community residents and 
looking at the geological and geographical, economic, safety, environment and social responsibility concerns 
and they have documented the many hazards that exist that make land development in the area challenging. 
They have not however taken the step of adequately documenting the risk of the hazards. They have also not 
done an adequate job of describing the preventions they have put in place nor the resultant reduction in risk. In 
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addition they have not described how consequence of hazards manifesting will be reduced through detection, 
controls, mitigations and emergency response.  
 
For illustration let me use the hazard of undermining. Potential consequences of undermining as identified in 
reports from TSMV include ground subsidence leading to sinkholes or troughs. Both of these lead to 
deformations at surface that have occurred and have been prevented or repaired in other parts of Three Sisters. 
It is generally agreed by the reports that the area to be developed will be exposed to the hazard as development 
is planned over existing mined areas. The consequence of subsidence events can be calculated and the 
likelihood is not zero so there is risk. Prevention is being undertaken by not developing areas where subsidence 
is thought to be a large problem but subsidence risk will always exist. The development of sinkholes or troughs 
can lead to cracked foundations on homes, damage to roadways, potential loss of homes, severing of gas and 
electrical utilities, explosions, flooding and loss of life. These consequences are not discussed in the report nor 
are the detection (how will the area be monitored), controls (how will the community continue to function after 
an event occurred), mitigations (how will homes and infrastructure be repaired and who will pay for it), and 
what emergency response needs to be in place to provide assistance if a catastrophe did occur. Texas recently 
had a weather event that stranded millions of people due to a failure of their electrical grid in the cold. The 
event was predictable and civic leaders and power companies are being asked hard questions about their failure 
to plan for something they ought to have known would occur.  
 
It is my and my wife’s suggestion that as Mayor and Members of Council it is your duty to review the contents 
of these reports and applications and ask yourselves and the TSMV project proponents if they are prepared for 
the eventual consequences of land development with the hazards they have identified? Are they prepared 
financially to cover the burden of cost associated with eventual hazard manifestations whether it be from 
conflict from Wildlife interaction; Undermining; Flooding; does the design of the community truly lend itself to 
walkability and human powered (ie cycling) transportation that will make it easier for people to move around 
with these modes rather than driving in order to obtain climate targets; and additional tax burdens. Have the 
plans put forward by the developer adequately covered off the risk of the development?  We don’t think so and 
ask that you require this information for further consideration before any decision making occurs.  
 
David White and Sheilah Sommer  
154 Benchlands Terrace, Canmore, Alberta.  
Cell - 403 607-5268 


